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Kerwin and Keith Yarde, father-and-son duo, took their Star Wars
fandom a step further in March 2021 by launching a podcast series
and YouTube channel to share with the larger Star Wars community.
What they enjoy most about their experience is meeting people from
all over the world who are as enthralled by the nearly fifty-year-old
space saga as they are. Their podcast and channel are family-friendly,
allowing generations to come together, share ideas, and have fun. In
2022, they renamed themselves "Father.Son.Galaxy: A Podcast and
YouTube Channel" to reflect their expanding interests.

ON FACEBOOK, INSTAGRAM, AND TWITTER
@FATHERSONGALAXY

WHO WE ARE
KERWIN AND KEITH
YARDE NEVER GET TIRED
OF DISCUSSING STAR
WARS.
Kerwin and Keith have recorded over 150 episodes,
which include book and movie reviews, episode
breakdowns, character studies, live streams, and
interviews. The podcast also features a storytime
segment with Maceo, the family's youngest member,
to raise audience awareness about autism and
neurodiversity, while also encouraging literacy and
families reading together. The National Head Start
Association recognized their efforts, and in 2021, the
Yarde family spoke as panelists about their initiatives
at its annual family engagement conference.

The space saga
binds them
together as
father and son.

Meeting people from all over the Star
Wars galaxy is the most rewarding aspect
of producing their shows. Among their
guests include the cast of Star Wars:
Andor, NYT bestselling author Claudia
Gray, Tom Huddleston (co-author of the
Star Wars: Adventures in Wild Space
series), "Star Wars: Visions" Producer
Kanako Shirasaki and Executive Producer
James Waugh, Disney veteran Mark
Daniel, VFX Generalist Yoshi Vu,
actor/music conductor Damon Gupton,
and Ann Hobson Pilot, legendary harpist
of the Boston Symphony Orchestra.

Through their "Star Wars in Our Community"
series, which features interviews with
Philadelphia/Main Line residents, Kerwin and
Keith share their love of Star Wars with local
content creators and fans. They also take part in
charitable events such as Podathon 2022, a
Make-a-Wish Foundation annual fundraiser.
The Philadelphia Inquirer, Blavity, Newsy, and
other publications have featured this dynamic
duo. They are in high demand as convention
participants, podcast guests, and media/press
junket participants. Kerwin and Keith even
received a tweet from Luke Skywalker himself,
Mark Hamill, sending his best wishes!
The podcast and YouTube channel are run by
the Yarde family. Kerwin and Keith research,
write show notes and host the show. Keith also
edits each episode. Tanya Manning-Yarde, PhD,
is a wife and mother who produces the podcast,
does post-production, writes social copy, and
manages marketing and promotion.

Their goal for 2023 is to broaden their
audience by pursuing school and library
visits, speaking engagements, and
hosting book talks.

ABOUT
KERWIN

Kerwin's fascination with Star Wars began in 1983, when he
traveled to Manhattan with his two best friends to see Return of
the Jedi on its opening weekend. He's lost track of how many
times he's seen the original trilogy. Hooked on the space opera,
he went on to watch the prequel and sequel trilogies, standalone
films, and television series, as well as listen to movie
soundtracks, eventually branching out to novels and comic
books. His childhood fascination with Star Wars has remained
with him for decades.

FATHER & SON
Keith was introduced to the world of this beloved space fantasy when

ABOUT
KEITH

he was four years old, thanks to the Little Golden Books adaptations of
the first six Star Wars films. After finishing the books, the padawan was
ready to watch Star Wars: A New Hope with his father. Keith's
fascination with building various Star Wars LEGO models designed for
children nearly twice his age began here. He has put together the ObiWan Interceptor, the Carbon Freeze Chamber, Captain Rex's AT-TE,
Darth Vader's castle, and many other items. Keith, a gifted and talented
middle school student, enjoys reading and is currently working on
several books of his own. Keith is a stop motion animator who writes,
produces, and edits original short films starring his LEGO figures.

REVIEWS
“These are the bonds we celebrate in Star Wars. I’m so glad I found Kerwin
& Keith. Fathers, sons, and the family connections in the space opera are
some of the core reasons why I love Star Wars, so it’s wonderful to see it
reflected in such a great pair of hosts. I love to see how much fun this show
has. It’s great for everyone. Cheers!”
—Alden D.

“Their love, passion, and knowledge of Star Wars bust through the speakers!
Witnessing father-son bonding is such a great feeling and can’t wait to see where
these guys go next!!”
—James J.W.
“I love Father and Son: A Star Wars Podcast. They are such amazing hosts. They make
you feel so welcome. They make you feel like family. They love Star Wars so much and
it shows when they talk about it.”
—Katie B.
“If you're looking to start your week off with a smile, may I suggest watching or
listening to a few episodes of Father and Son: A StarWars Podcast?”
—Lillian N.
“Give these guys a listen, wholesome Star Wars at its best!”
—sidebarcantina
“This makes me INCREDIBLY happy! Instant fan! Good luck with the channel! I'll be
watching with great interest!”
—Chris R.
“Love this, looking forward to more and may the Force be with you both!”
—Ironick Designs
“This is so lovely. I never watched or read Star Wars, but I'll follow this channel.”
—Laryssa F.
"While researching more Star Wars podcasts, I ran across this one. What a fun and
family-friendly show! Kerwin and Keith are a lot of fun and it reminded me of the
conversations my son and I would have when he was younger."
—Joe M.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

PRESENTATIONS AND SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS

We are available for book talks, book reviews, and speaking
engagements (onsite and virtual) at schools and libraries.
Please contact us for more details at keyarde@fathersongalaxy.com.

keyarde@fathersongalaxy.com

fathersongalaxy.com

@fathersongalaxy
(Twitter, Instagram, Facebook)

